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240v AC

Speaker Output to 
Relay in Control Box 

or direct to a speaker

R- R+

Mains 240v 
In

Optional-Line Input 
from Music CD or 

Other Audio Source

Loops Bluetooth Connections

Resister if only one speaker 
out is being used. Can be on 

either output

• We suggest you use ferrules on the connections.
• The resister must be fitted to the spare speaker output to protect the amplifier.
• Please see the User Instructions for setup
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Loops Music Interface Bluetooth 
Connection User Instructions

• Music Interface should have the following display, if it doesn't press the 
“M” button until you have this display.

• When you have this display you should see a blue flashing light in top 
right corner. 

• On you phone go to Settings – select Bluetooth it should then be in 
discoverable mode.

• “smart audio” should appear as a source, select “smart audio” you will 
see a screen asking if to “allow” or “don’t allow” connection, select 
“allow”

• The screen will then display as below, and you should have connection.
• Volume might need adjusting on you phone, then adjust the amplifier 

volume. The amplifier volume is on the top edge of the device. or use 
remote control

• The Intercom only works in Mono, so for true sound output select Mono 
output on your phone. You can get instructions on how to do this on the 
internet.
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Please cut-out, laminate then supply to end-
user to be placed next to the Music Interface



PC Mini Jack 3.5mm Audio Level (Front Headphone Socket Low Impedance will give lower level 
audio into an amplifier)
The audio output level on the mini-jack output of a desktop computer or laptop is typically a line-level 
signal. Line-level signals are standardized audio signals that have a relatively higher voltage level 
compared to other audio signals such as microphone-level or instrument-level signals.

The line-level output from a desktop computer's mini-jack is designed to connect to line-level inputs 
on audio devices such as speakers, headphones, amplifiers, or audio interfaces. It provides a strong 
enough signal to drive these devices without the need for additional amplification.

However, it's worth noting that the actual output level may vary slightly depending on the specific 
computer model, sound card, or audio settings. Some computers may offer adjustable output levels or 
have software controls that allow you to adjust the volume or gain of the audio output.

Desktop or Laptop 3.5mm Mini Audio Jack Audio Output

The wiring details for a 3.5mm audio jack out of a desktop computer typically follow the standard 
configuration. Here is the commonly used wiring scheme for a 3.5mm TRS (Tip-Ring-Sleeve) audio jack:

Tip (T): Left audio channel (usually colored white or marked with an L)
Ring (R): Right audio channel (usually colored red or marked with an R)
Sleeve (S): Ground or common connection (usually colored black or marked with GND)

Please note that this is the standard configuration, but some manufacturers may use different color 
codes or markings for their audio jacks. It's always a good idea to consult the documentation or the 
manufacturer's website for your specific computer model to confirm the wiring details.

PC Audio Card (High Impedance will give higher level audio into an amplifier)
A PC audio card, also known as a sound card, is a hardware component responsible for generating 
audio output from a computer. The audio output from a PC audio card can vary depending on the 
specific card and its capabilities, as well as the settings and configurations in use. However, I can 
provide a general description of the audio output from a typical PC audio card.

The quality of the audio output is influenced by several factors, including the digital-to-analogue 
converter (DAC) present on the audio card, the audio processing algorithms, and the overall design 
and build quality of the card. Higher-end audio cards often offer superior audio quality, lower noise 
levels, and support for high-resolution audio formats.

The audio output can include various types of audio signals, such as stereo, surround sound, or even 
specialized formats like Dolby Digital or DTS. These signals can be produced by the audio card based on 
the content being played, the software settings, and the available audio channels.

Additionally, modern PC audio cards may offer additional features such as built-in amplifiers, 
dedicated headphone outputs, support for virtual surround sound, and advanced audio processing 
technologies like equalization, noise cancellation, or spatial audio effects.

It's important to note that the actual audio output quality and capabilities of a PC audio card can vary 
significantly depending on the specific model and brand. Different audio cards may have different 
specifications, outputs, and features, allowing users to choose the one that best suits their audio 
requirements and preferences.

Music Interface Line Level Audio Feed when connecting to a Computer
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